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Billproposes new selection process

House Bill 834
By KAREN PENNEY

House Bill 834, to be introduced by Rep. Bill Holden
in the Missouri Legislature,
would redefine the process of
selection for curators of the
University of Missouri and
for regents of each state
coUege.
Presently
all
appointments and vacancies
are filled by direct appointment of the governor
with the advice and consent
of the Senate. 'The new
procedure calls for the
formation of a 12-member
committee for the Universlty of Missouri and separate
12-member committees for
each state coUege. The
committees will compile a
list of nominees for any
vacancies that arise on the
Board of Regents or Board of
CUrators.

In compiling the list the
advice of all interested
parties,
including
the
students and the community
at large, are considered.
Also each member on the list
must be approved by at least
seven of the 12 members of
the
committee.
The
governor selects a name
from this list when filling
any vacancy.
The major impact of this

bill is felt because of the
composition of the committee. The bill states,
"Each committee for board

nominations shall be composed of 12 members, three
of whom shall be members
of the faculty of the college
or university and shall be
selected for such membership by the entire faculty
of the college or university ,
three of whom shall be
students at the college or
university and shall be
selected by the students of
the college or university, and
six of whom shall be
residents of the community
in which the college or
university is located and
shall be appointed by the
governor." The community
members serve staggered
three-year terms and the
faculty and student members serve as long as they
retain their status as a
student or faculty member
at the college or university.
Cathy Lally, UMR Student
Council preSident, has sent a
of
support,
letter
representing the student
body of UMR. This bill
supports and affects all
groups associated with the
colleges and universities.
The students need input on
financial matters, tuition
and aid, and university

procedures such as the
grievance
procedure.
Faculty needs input on
grievance procedures also,
but mainly on salary and
wage
discussions.
The
community is affected when
the universities or colleges
award contracts.

The hearing for the bill
should be held in about a
week.
There is another bill on the
House floor that does not
look as optimistic as House
Bill 834. This bill would install a non-voting student on
the Missouri Board of
Curators.
Rep. Harry Hill, 0Novinger,
supports the
measure. He feels students
need input into the way their
school is run, conSidering the
money they put into their
education.
There is opposition though.
Many administrators feel
that one student could not
impartially represent all
four campuses, be neutral on
student-oriented issues and
find time for being a curator.
The bill must be passed by
both House and Senate
before the June 15 ending of
the spring session. If this
does not happen the bill must
be reintroduced at the next
session.

Books were abandoned Monday night when many students stopped to watch a
historic event. It was the end of a classic - MASH.
Nancy Winkler

UMR leads field
SOURCE: OPI

UMR is the largest
producer
of
computer
scientists and engineers in
the state of Missouri, according to Dr. Marvin W.
Barker, dean of UMR's
College of Arts and Sciences.
"The major portion of the
manpower
for
hightechnology industry - the
type of industry sought by
Gov. Christopher Bond to
help
ensure
Missouri's

I~e-re out ofmoney"
ByHERALEEN

SPRENGER
Missouri legislators Sen.
John T. Russell and Rep.

Jerry McBride and UM
CUrator Doug Russell visited
the UMR campus last
Friday night to participate
In a panel discussion
sponsored by the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE).
Over 250 students and
faculty members gathered
in Miles Auditorium to hear
them answer questions.
"We're out of money. It's
not a very good excuse. But

until the economy turns
around, we'll have to do the
best we can," Sen. Russell
Offered in way of explanation
for the present tight finances. For the future, Rep.
MCBride predicted that

education will stand a better
chance to be upgraded than
some other areas, but any
increase in funding will
mainly be going to secondary and primary schools as
they have more broad-based
support.
The
$lo-per-credit-hour
supplemental fee received a
lot of attentiun during the
questioning. A number of
students expressed concern
as to how the extra funds will
be spent.
"Two thirds of the school
is state supported. Fees
contribute 25-30 percent. To
make up for lost ground, we
had to find another source
for the remaining part," said
Curator
Russell.
"The
purpose of the fee is to
finance improvements in the
school of engineering. The
money from Rolla students

... .....

will be staying on the Rolla
campus. In the long term,
the board expects departments to realize more than
they put in. "
When asked if there's
anything students can do,
Rep. McBride answered,
"You're
organizing,
moderating Legislature there's now a measure to put
a student on the Board of
Curators. This is proper
input."
The three said the panel
discussion had helped them
to see the students' concerns. "I respect your
concern for your departsaid
Curator
ments,"
Russell. "It's somewhat
surprising to see the number
here. I was expecting 25-30
people. "
"I've been impressed with
the
attentiveness
and

'.

discipline oi the group,"
Rep. McBride said.
'
The men met with students
afterward to answer more of
. their questions on an individual basis. Chancellor
Joseph Marchello, who attended the meeting, later
explained UMR's financial
goals for the future. "Our
first priority will be to open
sections of junfor and senior
level classes next fall and
spring.
Dealing
with
potential
accreditation
problems in the CE, PE, EE,
EM and ME departments is
our second priority. And
third, we need to hire more
faculty and pl' l'chase more
equipment," he said.
Students will have another
chance for input on May 5
and 6 when the Board of
Curators will have an open
meeting on the UMR campus.

economiC growth - will be
computer scientiSts and
engineers educated to use
the computer," he added.
Such computer training is
already an integral part of
the education on the Rolla
campus. All engineering
departments
and
most
science departments require
their students to take
computer science.
"This campus has long
been in the forefront of
computer
science
education," Barker added,
pointing to UMR's long
string of "firsts" in computer education. "UMR was
Missouri's
first
public
educational institution to
teach computer science, the
first to offer degrees in that
area, and the first to
establish a computer science
now the
department
largest department in the
state. Also UMR is the only
state-supported institution
which offers the Ph.D. in
computer science. Now, with
the recent addition of advanced eqUipment, it is one
of two or three leaders in the
country in teaching undergraduate
computer
graphiCS, computer-aided
design and manufacture and
robotics."
Dr. Arlan DeKock, acting
chairman of the UMR
computer science department, said that computer
science and high technology
go hand in hand, and he looks
forward to the development
of this type of industry in the
state.
. 'The interaction of high-

'.

tech industry with UMR will
be good for both industry and
our faculty, and the state as
a whole will benefit," he
said. "A significant number
of our graduates are being
lured away to jobs in states
such as California, Texas
and IllinoiS which have this
type of industry. Most of
these graduates would stay
in the state if positions were
available. "
DeKock cited Gov. Bond's
recommendations for improving
the
economic
development role of the
colleges and universities as
being "forward-looking and
important to UMR if we are
to maintain our leadership in
computer science."
"I am encouraged by the
recognition of the imof
computer
portance
education in the state's
economic
development,"
DeKock said. "In his Jan. 11
statement to the General
Assembly, Gov. Bond spoke
of the role of universities and
colleges as 'prime movers in
... the transition to a hightechnology economic base'
and recommended increased
budget support for computer
science, engineering and
business.
" Right now, UMR is
recognized as having one of
the 10 best undergraduate
computer science programs
in the country. We are one of
three institutions in the
Midwest to which others look

see Computers
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Editor's Note: If your organizatIon is having a
meeting, turn in details to the MINER office in
the Rolla Building before Monday at 9 p.m. and
we will list it in the Activities Section of the
paper. No articles submitted will be printed
Wlless written in complete sentences with proper
grammar. No schedule or flyers will be
rewritten and published by the staff for the
Activities Section.
If. your organization is sponsoring a campuswide event for the benefit of charity, get us
details before Monday at 9:00 p.m. We will advertise the event free of charge in this space.
The MINER reserves the right to edit any
notices or ads for this page before publication.

UOOQJ~Q[DA'J
M-CLUB
M-Club will hold a general meeting tonight in CE 114 at 7 p.m .
UMR FILM SERIES
" Burden of Dreams" will be shown in Miles Auditorium (ME 104)
on Thursday, March 3, at 7:30 p .m . There will be a personal appearance by Les Blank with this screening of his most recent IiIm.

INTERCOLLEGIATE KNIGHTS
lK will hold a meeting in the Mark Twain Room on Thursday,
March 3, at 7p.m . Yearbook pictures will be taken.
MSMCC
'The MSM Climbing Club will meet Thursday in Room 'JJYI Norwood
Hall. Weekend trips, the party and yearbook picture will be discussed.
UMR VETS CLUB
UMR Vets Club meeting Thursday, March 3. at 4:30 p.m. in Room
206 Norwood Hall. All veterans welcome.

PI TAU SIGMA
Pi Tau Sigma meeting on Thursday, March 3. in Room 117 of the ME
Building. Dr. Flannigan will speak about the Grow Project.

..,1

AMERICAN SOCIEl'Y OF ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT
The American Society of Engineering Management will be having a
meeting on Thursday, March 3, at 6:30 p.m . The meeting will be held
jn Room H·SS G-5. Kerry Welker from Proctor and Gamble will be the
guest speaker. Everyone is welcome to attend.
MATH HELP SESSIONS
Midterm math tests got you down ? Come to the KME maY' help
sessions and get expert help with your algebra, trigonometry or
calculus. Help sessions are held every Monday and Thursday from
6:3(}-8 p.m . in Room 209 Math/ Com. Sci. Building. Help sessions are
absolutely free to any student.
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Blue Key
alumni tea over

UMRSCC
The U MR Sports Car Club will have an autocross at the Sil ver
parking lot ( Lot 6) west of the Computer Science Building on Satur ·
day , M arch 5. starting at 11 a.m. All are welcome to participate for
free.

FREE
SUB and the Music Department present Frank Bliven on lute and
guitar in Centennial Hall on Monday, March 7, at8 p.m .

St. Pat's

ntIS IS AHEll or AWAY
1'0 MAKI ALMNG.

mazca

TOODle
DUSTIN

HOrrMAN
~

The more you
look at sports
cars,
the more you
like Mazda

7 &9:10

RX-7.
L'HAYYIM
UMR's student Jewish organization w ill have Mr. S.J . Anderman,
r egional director for the Anti·Defamation League. speaking on i srael·
Arab r el ations from an American Jewish perspective on Tuesday.
March 8, in the Walnut Room in the Uni versity Center· West from 7:309:30p.m .
ASSOClATION OF MICROCOMPUTERS
There will be a meeting of the Rolla Association of Microcomputers
Tuesday, March 8. The Xerox personal computer will be demon·
strated. Memberships will be taken - no dues.

SWE
The Society of Women Engineers will be meeting Tuesday, March 8.
at 6: 15 p .m . in the Missouri Room. Mr. M . Willett, a UMR graduate
B .S.C.Sc., will be the guest speaker from Bell Laboratories. Everyone
is invited.

AMERICAN SOCIEl'Y OF ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT
The UMR chapter of the Ameri can Society of Engineering
Management will show a Iilm on "The Pigmalion E ffect " Wednesday,
March 9, at 4:30 p.m . in Room G-5 of the Humanities Building. The
title of the film is "Communication: The Non-Verbal Agenda."
KMEMEETING
KME will hold a general meeting March 9 at 6:30 p .m . in Room 209
Math/ Com. Sci. Building. The speaker will be Dr. Carstens from
Cloud Physics. The KME yearbook picture will be taken at 6:30 p.m .
sharp so all members and pledges please show up a bit early.

1983 RX·7S
More on value - less on price
Exclusive rotary engine. S-speed
overdrive, steel-belted radial tires.

front and rear stabilizer bars,
Much More!

?-~~.
mroc

P· l ' 11'1.

$9895 t

THE MAN FROM

Student Financing A vailable .
Buy thot new Mazda now,
with fu ll payments deferred .
Subje<t to approved credit
and job appli cation.

SNOWY

RIVER

20th CENTURY·
FOX FILMS

SellersSexton
Hwy.63 s.
364 7300

rm

****** Co

ADULT OWL SHOW
Fri.-Sat. 11 : 15 P .M.

SKIN ON SKIN

No_
one_
under
18 rJ,r- direction
' -_
__

WESLEY
Wesley holds a general meeting every Wednesday at 6 p.m. at the
Wesl ey House, 403 W. Eighth St. Refreshments are served and
everyone is invited.

~CJ)[DA'J

DECEMBER GRADUATES
II you will be completing r equirements for a degree next December.
you should make application for that degree by going to the
Registrar's Office at your earliest convenience.
FREE CONCERT
Fireworks will playa FREE concert at the U niversity Center -East
on TUesday , March 15, at 7:30 p.m. in Centennial Hall. Sponsored by
Christian Campus Ministries Association.

THETA TAU CASINO NIGIIT
Theta Tau Casino Night Wednesday. March 16, from 7:30 p.m .·
midnight at the National Guard Armory .

Chub & Jo's Restaurant
·SST Banquet Hall
Serving from 5 :30 a .m . to 15 min . till 8:00
Breakfast from 5:30 a .m . to 11 :00 a .m .
Open 6 Days , Closed Sundoy
PLATE LUNCHES- NOON & EVE.
-STEAKS -SEAFOODS
-CHOPS -SHORT ORDERS
" Homemade Pies"

Family Restaurant
Carry Out Orders
Kenneth & Ruby Thorpe

We now deliver
Friday, Saturday & Sunday Nights.
Free Pitcher of Soft Drink

CAMPUS WIDE COMMITTEES
Applications and information for appointment to Campus Wide
Committees are now being accepted by Student Council. Applications
must be turned in to the Student Council office by April 1 SO that in·
terviews or appointments can be made before the end of the semester .
For more information, go to the Student Council office or call Russ
Chappell, appointments and appropriations chairman, at 364-5231.
SWE SCHOLARSHIP
The Society of Women Engineers is now accepting applications for
its 1983·84 scholarship. This scholarship is open to all upperclass
members of SWE. For more information and applications, stop by the
SWE offi ce. 302 Rolla Building. Deadline for application is March 15.

Dave Donovan. Jennifer

Features Editor

NEWMAN
The Newman Student Organization will be having a general
m eeting on Thursday, March 3. at6 p.m . in CE 119.

704 Pin e Rolla . MO
Call 364·6247

with the purchase of a giant pizza of
your c hoice .

Best pizza in town.
Hwy . 63N .
Rolla
364-8661

nm's
~mes

""PIzza

TUTORING
SOCIETY OF PHYSICS STUDENTS
Physics21 ·25& 107
7 :30·9 :00 p.m. each Tuesday
Room 130 Physics Building
MINORITY & WOMEN ENGINEERING PROGRAM
TUTORIAL SERVICES
Areas covered : Physics, Math , EE . Engineering
Mechonics. Chemical Engineering . Chemistry.
English and Economics
A complete schedule of times and dotes is
available in Room 302 of the Rolla Building .
KAPPA MU EPSILON
Trig & Calculus Monday & Thursday
6 :30·8 :00 p.m.
Room 209 Math Computer Science Bu i lding
ALPHA CHI SIGMA
Freshman & Analytical Chemistry
Freshman & Sophomore Chemical Engineering
7 :00 ·9:00 p .m. Tuesday & Thursdoy
Room 127 Chemistry Building
HELIX
General Biology & Zoology
3:30·5:20 p.m . each Thursday
Room III Chemical Engineering Building

Try
menial
HE~
redueu

HER

Win ear
. impr

.~~---------.
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veT 600 attend MBU
By PAT
VAN RYCKEGHEM

Last Saturday, Beta Chi
Sigma held its ninth annual
~ Merit Badge University.
~ Beta Chi Sigma is a coea
~RSDAY ScoUting service fraternity.
&9:10 Approximately 660 Scouts
NG II p came to UMR to try to earn
one of 25 Merit Badges offereel. About 140 Scout
leaders took part in the adult
program.

Hagood,
a
professional '
Scouter.
. During the afternoon, the .
adults .observed the GROW
project at Fraternity Row, :
which is a means of. vb- .
taining gaseous fuel from .

plants. They also had open
discussions about fundraiSing projects; and the
possibility of MBU being
started up at other locations.
Two places considered were
Canton and Springfield.

PhiKap

Heta Chi Sigma has
already begun planning for
next year's MBU, which will
be its lOth anniversary. A
new adult program is being
planned, which will include
skill shops in the aftel'OOOn.
.

.CO'n I6el'ence
t.
,

ASEM Film series
DATE
March 2

PLACE

Delegating
Centennial Hall
Breaking the Delegation Barrier
Hilmanities G5
March 9 Communication'
The Pygmalion Effect
. Humanrties G5
MarCh16 Power of Listening
Managing Stress
March 23 A New Look at Motivation
Humanities G5
Time of Your Life
. March 30 Making a Decision
: Mark Twain
OVercoming a Resistance to Change
The films are open to the public free of charge and will
,shown on Wednesdays at 4:30 p.m.

~~~----~~----~--------~

GSL deadline:

This
weekend,
the Mechanical
Engineering Mo. , directOr of chapter
Missouri Mu chapter of Phi ' Building " will house the development, and· Kent
Kappa Theta will host the conference ' seminars. The Dalrymple, ' f5:irksvil1e, Mo:, . The last day students milY
Most of the Scouts 1983 Phi Kappa Theta
initiation ceremony will be c1iapterconsultant.
' . appl¥ for a Guaranteed
received 'thelr Merit Badge, regi9nal leadership con- . held at St. Patrick's Church,
.Representatives from the Student Loan (GSL) for the
working all .day from 9: 30 .. f.e rence here at UMR.
and the banquet will be held ' uMit ' faculty partiCipating . sprtDg, 1983 semester ' Is
8.m,-4 p.m. Lunch was
The weekend's events
through the Services' of, the . in . the conference are : March 15.
.'
served . in the University include a reception for .' Ho\iQay Inn. .
PrOfessOrs': . ' . Charles <
..
, •.
~ .'

Students wishing to 'apply
for
the
swnmer,
'83 .
semester may receive the
.necessary ' GSL forms from
:the Student: E'inanciaL. ~
,Office after Ma(ch:1S.

.··S
.. '.:0' ut.h' ·.·.';nJs..
.J U. ·. . , : .:. '.

Thomas
'W'
The ·visiting · delegates FIjday ' ' National officers of 'Phi . Reiningwn, '
evening, seminars· Saturday ' Kappa Theta conductiri~ the ' O'Keefe and' Dean Robert- .
problem '.: en- morning and afternoon, an ' conference '
AnthOny . ·son:
. .
SciuthwindS' .next meeting
ed. was with ScoUts . Initiation ceremony ' and Ii , Zinminte,' Houston. Texas, . . . ~ brothers ' of the will
NFROM C!JIDItei'
be Wednesday, March 9, '
sldpping outo! · their Merit .banquet and party Saturday · chairman of board ,of Missouri Mu chapter have
" 7.'P.~., G-4 Qf H~ Build4ig.
Badge and going . to plaYev'ening.
.
trustees ~
MfChael,' looked, forward to this " RolIamo
plc;tures . wilL
videO ~es. .
. . Seminars ., will be about ··' Duplantier, New ·Orleans,:·' ciinrerence·.for nearly ~ year probably be ' taken. . W,e are .
.
..'
rn;;,such
topics .. as . 'tush
La., president of ftaterrrlty.; andwelcometheo'ppOrtunitY
~ The a~lt program started techniques,
pledging . Kirk ·.Thomas; WorCester, to ··s.how their university to. : looking for more peOple Who
** oIfwl~ a talkii)·Ule morning . priOritJ.·es and ~ffiters' · MaSS.~ exec~t1ve c;lireCtor.; PhiKaps from other: S:chools . areinte~ted in desIgning; .
~ sPeaker'- .J. Harle};' ~nsibilities;
The ' Mich~l MarlqJs, Kirksville, '. ihihe.MidWest. .
. , P.lirtting anddiStribuilng our·
Cellter

. cafeteria. ·

are:

biggest

WY
ER

I
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CO'm puters

be

,.

:next public;ltion. 'You ~.
not be an Erlgllsh.inajor or'.
.even a ' wrtter~ submiSsions
.for this ' pilbii~on arecrue '
March 4, 1983: 'The authorS at
the publiShed works ..will .
receive .a, free copy'. · If you .
are interested; "call Cindy at

341-3im.

>' .....': .. ".

.-

for direction .in developing
"UMIt is one of the few oriore ' than ' 2,500 last 'need more peOple 'ai\d': :eomplicates the search for', ·average· in this field. It',s a
their o~ cOmputer scienCe : universitiesm the coimtry to semester), Qavid ' Dearth, equipment to ~rve lIlore '.' .new faculty members. .
'. double ' bind," 'l!e"contintled,
prograniS: Our faculty··:' have taken major steps ' in ·. directorofU~' sComputer:-· stUdents, bilt computeI'
"Thisyear,therewill~ 'a " at the saine. titne.we :hii:e
1JIiemher's . have' been in- . ·introdu'cing . computer~aided · Center, said :- ~aC it's a " sCience is such a 'rapidlY '. ·tc)Wofonlyabout250to275 · . new faculty;" we m~t
wived ul'beiping coItlmunity ·· design ' and eompute'i-alded challenge to ·stay' ahead .ot' . cli~ging field (liat both ' Ph.D. graduates in the entire upgrade the salaries of the
OOlleges' and other .univernianuf!lcture (CAD/CAM) . the demarid for computer . kn<iwledge and 'eql,lipment country,"
DeKock : said: p!'eSentfaculty.".·:.
sities, not only. ·in MissOuri . into .the
undergraduate use.· " We .started upgrading ' . become
o/>solete
fairly "In.d ustry
alone
has
" ComputerS' and people
but in .other states as well.·:' ~assro.om," said' Dr. O.R.· ollr computer·. system iibout :· quickly," DeKock said. " Our 'openings fOf prob"bly 5QO, : Who \mOw how to ·Use ·them .
One of our faculty menil>ers, . Pluriuner, UMR director of ... four years ago;'Qutas fast as ' . faculty meiribets have to :, and virtually any 'college of are absolutely' ·'criticaJ. ..to
John Hamblen, has had a,' computing ' ~d in(ornation We move ahead; We find ·tlie . work and study continually any size is. looking . for high-tech industry. We'~
leadership I'Qle nationally in
serviCe!).
"Traditionally additional ' facilities used to keep abreast of new faculty. Then there's the looking forwaro to conhelping minority institutions . instruction in a new ' field . almost to capacity I" he said. developments. Although we problem of salary. In' order tinuing 'in the forefront in
with computer Instruction
begins at the 'graduate level, "The Computer Center staff are. (ar ahead of the field in to get even one of these providing this service
for students in 'all fields," he
but at UMR computer is continually frying to find Some.typesofequipment, we' graduates, we would have to Missouri moves forward into
added.
graphics is taught to all things we can do with this will . need to replace the offer a starting salary that is
new stage of, ilS economic
Computer science is the
freshman
engineering system without adding new machines 'for teaching basic . about 28 percent more than development,' " he
conthird largest department on
students in their ' drawing hardware. We're constantly computer science every few the current UMR faculty eluded. '
campus and ' o.ne of the
courses, and CAD/ CAM is struggling to . make the yeiirs so. that students will be
.
-----------COUPON---------fastest growing. With 751
being integrated into . the system work better - tofjnd learnirig on current hardI
majors
this
fall,
the
undergraduate curriculum more efficient ways to· do ware of the type they will be · I .
'I
department has more than
in subsequent yearS .. There what we are doing. "
using on th~ job ...
doubled its enrollment in .the
is no doubt that UMR is In
Like Dearth, DeKock is
He said Qlat most com,
a °1rc u t s
I'
past five years.
the fOrefront in computer concerned about the tuture puter sCience graduates find
The number of non-majors
graphics. We are one of the . - ' about being able . to a market for their skills and ,
.
taking computer science has
two or three best-equipped provide bOth equipment and receive . good
starting 1
0
-II
increased rapidly , too. The
universities in the country,
instruction needed for UMR . salaries. "In fact, tho~ with ,
We Also Trim Beards and ·Mustoch~s
I
campus has seen what some and the students ate taught · to continue to provide the' B.S. degrees are going to , .
. ' 1'
tenn " an explosion" of on equipment very similar to quality education for which work at salaries 'that often,
I
student interest in using the that used today by in- it is known. It's a toss-up as just about equal the average
COmputer, attributed largely dustry," he added.
to which is going to be , 0.1 their proIessors here iIi ,
F
M
&
W
I
.
,
or en . omen
.
I
to the early integration of
With the rapid rise in the
needed most, ' faculty or the department," he added. ,
computer education into all . number of students taking . equipment.
Industry's high demand
.
306 E. 6th 364·6236
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Try the new HERB PROG R AM . an all natural diet supplement that increa ses
me nta l alertness and reduces lack of energy by maintaining the adrenalin .
HERBALlF,E can be used as a weight loss o r weight gain program . It aids in
red UCing cellulite, la ck o f e ne rgy and poor health .
HERBALIFE sup p lies the nutrition needed to give you an energy supply that
will carr y yo u thro ugh the test; long labs and late·night stud ying. You will see an
impro ve d appearan c~ and attit ude or yo ur money wi ll be refunded .
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Essentials of success
The two recent articles in
the Miner by Dave Palmer
and Kevin Farrell (Feb. 10
and 17 respectively) have
prompted me to submit my

own.
Mr.
Palmer's article
addressed
departmental
reductions and the validity
of the university's decision
making
process.
He's
frustrated by the " pay·
more-to-learn·less"
ex·
perience and urges us to get
involved.
.
In his reply, Mr. Farrell
has somehow confused this
with
departmental
ex·
pansion and a call fOr
democratic
decision·
making. His emotional and
personal attacks seem to
indicate that he fears he will
be forced to take more
humanities
and
social
sciences.
Personally I'm against
forcing anyone to take more
humanities than already
required. However, I feel
that those who graduate
without having developed
their communication and
interpersonal skills ruin any
rapid. ad·
chance
of
vancement.
I feel this way because I've
spoken to several UMR
graduates who invariably
report that the three

I

essentials of success and
are
above
promotion
average
speaking
and
writing skills, good in·
terpersonal
relationships
and technical ability. Those
who don't have these skills
remain
lower
level
engineers and technicians.
This impression is reinforced by several studies,
two of which follow.
In March 1981, Robert
Beck
presented
"The
Liberal Arts Major in Bell
System
Management"
before the Association of
American Colleges. This is
the same study referred to
by Mr .. Palmer. The paper
showed that engineers took
an average of I';" years
longer to be promoted to
second-level manager than
the
humanities/social
science
and
business
majors. Although no longer
statistically significant by
the 20th year of the study,
the same trends were still
evident. The findings are
summarized in the following
paragraph from that study.
" ... the humanities/social
science majors showed
especially
strong
in- ,
terpersonal
skills
and
motivation
for
advancement. Their greatest
weakness was in qualitative

skills. The math/science
majors were similar to the
engineers in their strengths
and weaknesses. They had
strong quantitative skills but
were weak in administrative
and interpersonal skills and
had a rather low motivation
for advancement."

My second selection is a
survey conducted by W.
Kimel and M. Monsees of the
University of MissouriColumbia. It is entitled
"Engineering Graduates:
How Good Are They?" and
states, " The most significant

finding of the survey is that
respondents
overwhelmingly stressed the
ability" to communicate as
the most important, yet
rated recent graduates very
deficient in this attribute. "
I've tried to present the

facts. They have chllllged
my mind about the courses I
should take to· prepare for
the future. The final decision
is yours. After all, it's your
future!

and aerospace engineering,
have enrollments of over a
tho.usand students.
As you can see, this
semester is going to be tough
as far as getting help from
teachers is concerned.
Student-teacher ratios this
semester are high in several
different departments. For
example, the department of
computer science leads the
top five departments by
haying a student-teacher
ratio of 61 students per
teacher. The mechanical
and aerospace engineering
department is second with 40
students per teacher.
We all realize that
going through this school is
tough, and overcrowding
doesn't help much, but the
fact is that we are overcrowded and there is nothing

we can do to change that.
But there is something we
can do, however, to make
life easier on us and the
teachers. When you go to see
a teacher and you can't get
in,
just realize that
they have as busy a schedule
as you do, if not harder.

UMR

)I'OIJablY

.

or combination plate. Both served
with fried zucchini and garliC toast .. . . . . .

and wine gravy, baked potatoes,
vegetable, roll and butter. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

to see a teacher, they are
also dOing the best job they
can at making themselves
available to you. Cooperate
with them' and support them
and it will be an easier
semester for all.

0

WEDNESDAY
FISH AND CLAMS ••• French fries,

$ 3099
cole slow and corn bread. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
THURSDAY
CHIMICHANGA OR BURRITO ...
Refried beans and Spanish rice. .

.

FRIDAY
SEAFOOD PLATTER ••• Fried clams,
shrimp, flounder, French fries, onion
rings, cole slow and garlic toast. . . . . . . . .

$ 3095
$3 99

Try a Dinner Salad $.95 Extra

NOWARD

JONnSOnJ
restaurant
1-44 & Bus . Rt. 44
Rolla 364-9847
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philosophy ~~~edf

Dear Editor:
I think what scares me
most about the deciSion to
make budget cuts by
eliminating half of the
philosophy teachers is what
the administration seems to
be saying about the courses
they teach. There is a problem with UMR's philosophy
of education if logic and
ethics are considered the

T

most expendable courses on
campus. The waiting lists
will now be twice as long, but
I hope students will persist
By J
and insist on the right to take
courses designed to help The 75t
them think more clearly and Celebrat\
make
sound
value away. It'!
judgments.
The lal
'
lMJrdes of
Sincerely upon Roll
Margaret MUJer !he U
. beki
akes(

$

$3 95

p S()lne

nuni cati

m. Mo
ored

3095
REGULAR SPAGHETTI & MEAT SAUCE . ..... $ 2 095
TUESDAY
CHICKEN BORDEAUX ••• Mushroom

4268:!

So . remember that While ,alIing n
you are taking extra time out {IU do, ~

Something Special Everyday
at Howard Johnson's
MONDAY
SPAGHETTI. •• Choice of: Meat balls

Believe
nunicali
mportan

Thomas E. Sandidge Jr. /Our wal

Classes too crowded
By DICK GRONER
and PAUL BRAUN
Another fun, exciting
semester is well under way
at UMR and amid all the
parties and other fun activities are the hassles of
adding/ dropping/ changing
sections. Many people were
shocked
when
they
discovered that they were
not allowed to switch sections to a " favorite" teacher
because most classes were
full. Adding a class was also
a struggle, again because of
full classes. Getting in to see
a teacher and talking your
way into a class or section
was also difficult,
Enrollment this semester
is up from last semester by
160 students. Two departments,
electrical
engineering apd mechanical

llyCRA

For the Thirteenth Straight Year

Engineers:
Find out about
the Nuclear Navy.
If you think you have the ability
and desire to master nuclear
engineering, the Navy's Nuclear
Propulsion Program has openings for about 200 outstanding
college graduates. There's a
Navy Recruiting Officer ready to
give you all the details on how
you can become someone
special in the new Navy.
For more information contact:
Navy Programs
210 N. Tucker Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63101

Or Call Collect
(314) 263-5000

DAYTONA BEACH
SPRING BREAK 1983
Walt Disney Worid-SuntanoBeachesoParties

OUR TRIP INCLUDES:
-8 days, 7 'nights in Daytona Beach
-Vacation dates of April I-April 10
-All transportation O 'Connor Travel
Services
-All Accommodations Travel Lodgeon the beach
-Choice of efficiencies or regular rooms
-188 Seats available
-I Day Disney World option
-Free refreshments while traveling
-Free trip party in Daytona
-Swim and sun on "The World's Most
Famous Beach"
-Get the most for your vacation dollar

ONLY $189.00
CONTACT 341-2746
Services -Br oker's license

Me 154373
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Learn to focus for
,/

By CRAIG A. HENDRICKS

r\
I"

h

Believe it or not, communication is one of the most
important things you do. You
probably spend 90 percent of
your waking hours engaged
in some form of communication. That includes
reading, speaking, listening
and writing. Because you
are involved in communication nearly all of your
waking moments, whatever
you do, you could do better
by communicating more
effectively.
Developing
effective
communication skills is like
so many other things, it
comes with learning to
concentrate and focus. This
comes with daily practice.
As stated by Darwin Gross in
"Your RIght to Know,"

Effective communication

"This is getting lost in
yourself and what you are
doing in that moment of
time." All of us have had this
experience. When it happens
time flies. You find yourself
saying, "Where did those
'hoursgo?"
This is the battle of focus
vs. scatter. I recently spoke
with a f(,iend of mine,
Coleman Harris, about this
and he said: " It's kinda like
the Tommy Hearnes-Sugar
Ray Leonard fight, where
it's a battle as to who's
gonna take control, who's
gonna win. When we're in
the state of scatter, it's like
scatterbrain. You've got 30
things to do in three seconds
and you 're going in all different r.irections. And when
you're iike that, you don 't
ever really get things ac-

complished. While on the
other hand, when you're in
the state of focus, you have
your mind, body and spirit
all movin' together, and
you're able to do things that
you wanna do. "
Thus, people who learn to
focus and become lost in
what they're doing for the
moment of time are able to
do things they want to do,
and they excel. Any excellent musician, athlete or
scientist has had this ability
to focus. You can see it in
their eyes.
Last week one of my
professors, Dr. Betten, was
talking
about
effective
listening. He gave the
example of talking on the
phone with his wife before
coming home from work. As
she's talking, he 's not

listening. When she asks him
to bring home a loaf of
bread, he says, " Yes dear,"
without
ever
hearing
anything. Then when he
walks in the door and she
asks where the bread is, he
says, " Whatbread? "
Many of us take English
and speech classes to help us
write and speak better, but
very few of us take classes
on how to be a good listener.
This is a very important
skill. Being a good listener
and communicator will help
you through()ut your life by
helping you to understand
and get along well with
people. It will even help you
make and keep friends , or
help you in making valuable
contacts
for
your
professional life. If you are
able to engage in effective

two-way
(not one-way)
communication, chances are
you will be able to understand, get along with and
like most every person you
meet. This is an effective
leadership skill that will take
you very, very far.

every thought. It wasn't until
he learned to look at
Strongheart as a fellow intelligent being, that he was
finally
able
to
read
Strongheart's thoughts and
engage in two-way communication. I'm not saying
people can or cannot communicate this well with
animals, but apply this
prinCiple to communication
with people and it will work
wonders.

Another important point is
seeing the good in all people
and not speaking down to
anyone or anything. In the
true story, "Kinship With All
Life," by Boone, the author
claims he learned to communicate with all life by
USing this principle of
humility. He communicates
with everything from dogs to
flies. He learned this after
spending several months
with the famous movie-star
dog,
Strongheart.
Strongheart could read his

By learning to focus yr ,
will read better, write bt:(ter, speak better and listen
better. But, if you could
learn to look at others as no
better or no worse than
yourself and develop effective
two-way
communication, this world would
be a better place to live in.

Two weeks to Diamond Jubilee!
By MIKE SIMMS

Year
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The 75th Annual St. Pat's
Celebration is only 14 days
away. It's almost here.
The latest update on the
hordes of snakes descending
upon Rolla has them striking
the UMR campus at 10:30
a.m. Monday, March 7. It is
rumored that the invasion
will be kicked off by airborne
snakes from the Mechanical
Engineering
Building.
Hopefully, all freshmen will
have shillelaghs and be there
to protect UMR from this
Pardreaded
invasion.
ticipation points for beards
and shillelaghs ,will be
judged during this week. Be
sure
your
organization
knows when it is going to be
judged,
EXTRAVAGANZA '83 is
'on Thursday, March 17, at
Lions Club Park from 11
a.m.-4 p.m. Extravaganza
cups will be $3 in advance
and $5 at the door. Brew
from
all
the
local
distributors will be available
as usual. Everyone should be

able to find his/her own
particular favorite. Music
will be provided by the fine
country band, Country and
Soul. One thing that is going
to be different this year is
the
parking
situation.
Parking at Lions Club Park
is going to ·be $5. No, the St.
Pat's Board is not getting
greedy. Any money taken in
from parking is going to be
donated to a local charity.
The $5 fee is to discourage
people from driving to the
Extravaganza. Last year
there were several near
tragedies. Pedestrians were
almost run over and some
major car accidents were
hardly averted. Last year we
were lucky there were only a
couple of minor fender
benders. The St. Pat's Board
wants to prevent any accidents from happening.
With everyone driving, as
they did last year, it was just
a matter of time before a
major catastrophe occurred.
A FREE SHUTTLE BUS
SERVICE will be provided
for anyone with an Ex-

travaganza cup. Busses will
depart from the Gale.
Bullman
Multi-Purpose
Building, the Silver Lot by
the Comp 'Sci Center, and
Fraternity Row. The busses

convenience but the St. Pat's
Board encourages everyone
to do so. The St. Pat's Board
has been informed that the
MiSSOuri State Highway
Patrol is going to station a
special detachment of far
cars on Highway 63 during
St. Pat's, and especially for
the Extravaganza, to crack
down on drtillken driving. So
please for your safety and
insurance rates don't drive
- ride the busses. A tragedy
could ruin the St. Pat's
Celebration permanently.
Just a little thought for
safety will insure that
everyone will have a good
time and EXTRAVAGANZA
'83 will be better than ever.
Friday, March 18, at 9
p.m. in the Multi-Purpose
Building the Coronation
takes place. Many students
don't realize that this is a
fine ceremony. Everybody
should come on over and
watch their queen candidates and student knigh,ts
be honored. As a special
event just following the
at
Coronation

approximately lO p.m. the
St. Pat's Board is presenting
a fireworks display. The
fireworks will be shot from
the UMR Golf Course and
will be visible from the gym
parking lot. Also on Friday
night, from 9p.m.-1 a.m. , the
St. Pat's Board is sponsoring
the CORONATION DANCE.
This event is going to be held
at Pennant Hall, right
behind the Manor Inn. Admission will be free witll a
college !D. This party is
BYOB, but free set-ups will
. be provided. This year there
won't be any dress code or
date required as in the past.
Music will be provided by
the band ISLAND. Many of
you will remember Island
from
Triangles'
Street
Dance last semester or from
Laclede's
Landing this
winter They are a really
good rock 'n' roll band. The
St. Pat's Board hopes
everyone will come out and
listen to them. This event
could be one of the highlights
of the St. Pat's Celebration
you wouldn't want to miss.

Alex Pizza Palace

lS
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will leave every 15 mi~tes
starting at 10:45 a.m. and
will continue to run until the
Extravaganza
is
over.
Riding the busses might
present
a
small
in-

122 W. 8th Street Rollo

NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH 11 A.M.-2 P.M.

DISTRIBUTED BY UNIVERSAl PICTURES AND
ASSOCIATED FILM DlSTRI8UTlOH CORPQRATlOH
C> 1981 UNIVERSAl CITY STUDIOS. INC.

[PG!

Sunday, March 6 4 & 6:30
'Centennial Hall

~·5~~---~--------~--~~~--------~

-SANDWICHES -SALADS
-SPAGHETTI
-BEER -GYROS SANDWICH
For FREE DELIVERY of Pizzas

364-2669 or 364-9878
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ASCE strives to be top chapter "~I~
By PAT
VAN RYCKEGHEM
Is everybody ready for the
concrete canoe races this
spring? - Wait a minute.
Concrete canoe? You've got
to be kidding!
No, the concrete canoe is
just one of the many projects
of the student chapter of the
American Society of Civil
Engineers. ASCE received a
certificate of coriunendation
last year for its outstanding
activity on the UMR campus
and in the Rolla community.

ASCE as one of the top 30
chapters of almost 200
student chapters across the
country. ASCE has done

school. They have designed
and are going to build
exercise equipment for the
inside of the school. Last

the
Army
Corps
of
Engineers in the world.
ASCE also organizes and
sets up things (e.g. tours) for

several community service
projects this past school
year. The members cut
firewood for senior citizens
who were unable to do it
themselves. They also built
wheelchair ramps up to the
houses of some of the
elderly. ASCE also has a
working relationship with
the Rolla Cerebral Palsy
School. Last semester the
members built playground

semester they took the
children from the school to
the st. Louis Zoo.
ASCE held its first annual
paper bridge contest last
fall. The contest was a
success, with the winning
bridge holding 6,700 pounds.
Two
field
trips
were
organized by ASCE, one to
Bagnell Dam and the other
to Alton Lock and Dam #26 in
St. Louis, the largest single

University Day and helps out
with Merit Badge University.
As mentioned earlier, one
of ASCE's projects is the
building of a concrete canoe.
This year's canoe is almost
finished. The frame is built
and the concrete strength is
being tested. A design
contest is being planned to
pick a design for the outside
of the canoe. When finished,

rebuild the group.
Circle K runs a hot dog
stand each year at Septemberfest and is planning
to do the same at the St.
Pat's Extravaganza. The
organization is also planning
a car bash or other project
for the Extravaganza. Circle
K is planning to have a
spaghetti dinner later in the
semester to raise money to
fund the organization next

semester. For community
service, Circle K is planning
to visit a nursing home or
state school to provide
whatever
services
are
needed.

volved. Anyone interested in
becoming a member should
contact Circle K later in the
ye.ar, after the membership
changes have been made.

other schools, where they
will race against other
concrete canoes.
Membership in ASCE this

.1If.:::-~."---------.-----.

Go ahead and write 'em!
FREE PEN with any box
of stationery bought...·
'Valid wilh this pic only .

cirCle~"iK'"~,ebtuliiJi;iij'~'Moow
By ROSS WARNER
The Kiwanis Club International
started
a
national service fraternity
called the Circle K Club a
few years ago. The UMR
chapter of this organization
has been around since the
late 195Os, although it has not
been very active lately. This
semester's Circle K is trying
to turn that around and

@1. ,ats 1J;arts
.... I'

For the 75th Annual St.
Pat's, the St. Pat's Board
has five Belly Up with the
Board nights scheduled.
Come on out and support
St. Pat's and have a good
time.
Finally, if you don't have
anything to do tonight, come
on out to St. Pat's Benefit
Bowling at the Colonial
Wed.
Fri.
Sat.
Mon.
Tues.

March 9
Marchll
March 12
March 14
March 15

Lanes. Tickets are only $3.50
for three games and a draw
of your favorite beverage.
Prize
frames
will
be
featured.
There are only 14 days left.
Time
is
running
out.
Everyone has got to get
psyched to make the 75th St.
Pat's the BEST EVER!
Sp.m.
Sp.m.
Sp.m.
Sp.m.
8p.m.

Zaks
Top Hat
Andy's Lounge
Bruno's
The Beat

Currently, Circle K has 22
active
members,
but
membership is limited to
Lambda Chi Alpha and Beta
Sigma Psi. Bailey said that
this should soon be changing.
With the help of the Kiwanis
Club, Circle K is going to
" redefine its membership
requirements," according to
Bailey. The specifics are not
certain yet, but the fraternity would like to become roed and get more people in-

CHAIRS

... for desks, computer & drafting tables,
laboratories, office, home or lounge.

20

The objectives of Circle K
are to help the students and
community and to make
better people out of its
members.
Bailey,
an
energetic
freshman,
is
trying his hardest to fulfill
these goals and have an
active semester. Circle K
has many "ctivities planned
and should accomplish quite
a bit this semester, but the
club is still trying to achieve
the heights it reached a few
years ago.

Sunday March 6 in Centennial Hall at 4 p.m . and
6:30 p.m. This film starring
Katherine Hepburn, Henry
Fonda and Jane Fonda won

OFF
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Special Orders
during March .....,.
~e

1425 Hauck Dr.
Next to Bruno's
Rolla, MO
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I sat down
in the libr
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three Academy Awards for
Best Actor, Best Actress and
Best Screenplay Adaption.
" 'On Golden Pond' touches
the heart of anyone who has
one/' says Rex Reed of the
New York Daily News.
Admission is free with your
student 1. D.
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Reverend John Garvey
G lenmary H ome M issioners Room

Box 46404

Permanent
Wave

Hair
Cut

Is your hair flat and
hard to contr r ,!?
Would you like a style
texturized and
carefree?

$4
Of'

118

Colour

"Master!

Make your appointment for a brighter
you .

CinCi nnati. Ohio 452 46

Na me

Age

Address
City _

_ _ _ _ _ ~_ Slate

$150"

$7.500"

______________
L _____ ______________
Reg. $35-$45
Reg. $20-$30
~

,ALMIGII1"/
GLITCH, H
OOMPUTEJ
rontrol Pani
him. Anolll
than humru

lhe room.

Would you like to
have that sun fresh
colour?
Coordinate the color of
your hair with
springtime!

Reg.
$8-$15

WI

entirely of
and print-ou

1203 Forum Drive Rolla
Work: 341-3800
Home: 364-1656

Easy care to blend
with your busy life?
Get a natural-looking
permanent wave.

()IIy II daze
party, ThUJ'(

~erageandr

~ecorators

2

Golden Pond
"On Golden Pond" will be
presented by the SUB Indoor
Recreation Committee on

see ASCE
page7

~

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _________ Zip _ ____ _

•
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tree of charge as

fJIIiIIrtaIDmen to tile readers.

'm!

:ors
•
me

a service and ~

or

-TIle MINER will DOt print tile llOIDbInatI.on of first and lutnames. •
o'1be MINER will print pbone numbers only In btJsine8s..reIated ads.
1'Iie MISSOUJU MINER _
tile right to edit or to reIIlse
pItIIIeatIOII of any classItIed8 !bat Its staff finds offensive or 1fbe1ous.
Oaadlleids sbouId be submlltecI by 9 p.m. tile Mooday before tile
IIIue In wbldittls to~.
TYPING SERVICE: Please see Charlotte at 108 Engineering
Mechanics or call at 341-4581 before 4: 30.
COLD BEER can be yours! Just in lime for St. Pat's. Dorm size
refrigerator can hold 3+ cases of your favorite refreshment. $65 ( or
beSt offer) gets this Frigidalre, delivery free! Call 364-0567 ask for
Frank or leave phone number.
Congratul'ations SIGMA PI tug team: Marty. Dale, Dan, Kris,
RockY and Jeff( s) on winning the tug~war championship Saturday! !
Your little sisters
FOR SALE : Honda CL 450, $550. Castilla Electric Guitar/with
vibrato arm, '$250. Call Tim Stoll at 341·3182.
FOR SALE: 1981 Honda CM 400 custom. 6,000 miles, very clean.
r1I/IS great. Only $1,250. call John at 364-7302.

FOR SALE: HP-41CV calculator. We bought direct from HP so we
will pass the bargain on to you. Brand new. Price IS negotiable but
we'll beat anyone in town. Call 364-zn5.
KOMONAWANA LEIGHA U
Only 14 daze left til Lambda Chi Alpha's second annual Hawaiian
Party Thursday, March 17, after the Extravaganza. Plenty of
bever~ge and free leighs for anybody! !
Liz,
Go for it? When, where and what? Someday I must know.
Late Night Mich Drinker
To TOM,
Now you've reached that age where you're too young for the women
of the world and too old for the women of UMR.

To UMR women,
Does anyone know a cure for a broken heart? Please answer in next
week's classifieds.

Hey Lover,
Only two weeks to our "best ever" with no one around to interrupt
our (card) games. Hope you forget the rules, I'll gladly refresh your

-Broken UMR Guy
To the Girls of McAnerny Hall,
When you answer the phone, you should say " Hello." It is there so
that those girls who don't have phones can still talk to friends in Rolla.
Although I had a good time listening when someone took the phone
off the hook (anything said in the hall was clearly audible) , I could
have been someone's parents or a prospective employer. Get it right
the next time.
- An Afternoon Caller

memory.

By MIKE STRODER

I sat down at the terminal
in the library. Because I am
the eternal optimist, I
couldn't believe that my
program would fail again
merely because it failed in
the previous 462 attempts.
So, buoyed by my faith in the
Law of Averages, I logged on
and went about my business.
Meanwhile, deep in the
secret sub-basement of the
Comp. Sci. Center, Ii being
sat on his throne. This was
no ordinary being or throne,
for the being was slightly
less than human, and the
throne was constructed
entirely of computer cards
and print-Quts. At the base of
the throne sat a large plaque
which
read
" THE
~GHTY
GREAT
GLITCH, HIGH LORD OF
COMPUTER ERROR." A
control panel sat in front of
him. Another slightly less
than human being entered
the room.

" Master! I have urgent
news! "
"Go away, Igor. I have no
time for your nonsense. "
" But Master' Our sensors

have detected that Mike
Stroder has logged on in the
library! "
The Great Glitch slowly
turned to face Igor. "Did you
say ... Mike Stroder?" His
face broke into a hideous
grin. "Switch on the video
screen. Ahhh yes, there he
is. Igor, let's play with the
mind of Mr. Stroder. Would
you enjoy that?" the Great
Glitch said while wringing
his hands and chuckling.
"Shall I change his
password,
Master?
Oh
please, please let me change
his password, Master!" Igor
exclaimed while jumping up
and down and clapping his
hands with gleeful anticipation.
" No, Igor. I have other
plans for him. We'll let him
think all is well ... for a
while.
Ha .. ha .. hah .. haaaaaa!! !"
Two hours later, the
program
changes were
complete. " Ahh, this should
do it. Now all I have to do is
file it."
Meanwhile,
Igor
and
Glitch
continued
their
monitoring. "Prepare the
Eliminator, Igor."

ff

ASCE

semester totals around 265
students, of which only 46
are
freshmen
and
sophomores. To try to increase participation, ASCE
is planning to offer a freshman and sophomore incentive scholarship
for
partiCipation in ASCE. A
work day, in which the
students do work for
professors or townspeople to
raise money for the chapter,
is also being planned for this
spring.
The UMR student chapter

Loving you,
Your Crazy Cat
Hey Anna,
What can have 12 strings attached. can be played as good as
anybody and needs to be tuned every now and then?
- Emotionally simple
To a Charismatic Guy,
HAPPY BIRTHDA Y and congratulations! Not everyone makes it to
21. If you need a towel to dry your ears with. you're welcome to use
mine anytime.
Frogs and kisses,
To My Study Buddy,
The girl with the frogs
It's too bad we have to study c1asswork so much. since our favorite
subject is taught mostly at night.
Sonya-Sonya,
Happy Birthday! You're not getting older, you're getting an
engineering degree at UMR. Party it up Tuesday, you only get to be
7,305 days old once in a lifetime!
Love and kisses

from page 6
of ASCE is striving to
become rated as the best
student chapter in the
country this year. Thus there
are many activities and get
togethers to get involved in.
It you are a civil engineering
student or a student in some
related field and would like
to know more about ASCE,
go to one of the bi-monthly
meetings on the second or
fourth Wednesday of the
month.
Each
meeting
features a guest speaker and
free donuts and Coffee.

your favorite "ex"

GATORFEST
Getting tired of tests?? Well then, come over to AEPi's Gatorfest
Saturday, March 5, from 8 p. m .-1 a. m . and forget about school.
Refreshments (green ) will be served with proceeds going toward
Theta Tau Ugly Man.
Start your St. Pat's off right on March 12. Get yourself pysched for
the 10th Annual Beta Sig-Theta Tau Ugly Man Party, featuring

" Yes,
Master,"
Igor
chuckled, In several minutes
the word FILE appeared on
the screen,
"Now, Igor! Before he hits
ENTER! "
Igor flipped a switch and
the screen went blank. The
two subhumans smiled at
each other. "Any minute
now, Igor!" Glitch said
smugly as he put his hand to
his ear. Soon an agonizing
scream came from the
direction of the library.
"Success! Igor, go see how
our victim is taking his ... er
... latest misfortune."
Igor left and returned in
several
minutes.
"Well
Master, it seems that he
stared at the screen in absolute shock, screamed for a
bit, sat up and announced
that he surrendered and

intended to watch MTV
nonstop until his brain
turned to guacamole, and
went off down the street
singing a B-52's medley
while doing cartwheels. "
"Well," the beast smiled,
"we've claimed another
victim. "
"But what do we do now,
Master?"
"Don't worry, Igor. There
are plenty of victims. We'll
eventually get around to
everyone ... heh ... heh ...
heh!"

Forum Plaza Shopping Center

r

364-3214

-"-'~--·-------------I

\

i
\

~

PRIV ATE STUDENT ROOMS

Across street from campus parking lot .
-New rooms
-Util ities furnished
-Single Occupancy
-No transportation required
-Carpeted
-Telephone jacks (optional)
-Air conditioned
-Cable TV (optional extra)
-Electric heat
-Downtown

PDQ'
FASPRINT CENTER

364-2844

Now through
April 31
100 W . 10th St .
(next to
Air Force Recruiter)

I\

Now Taking Contrac:ts
for Summer & Fall Semesters

\

i

John;~u~eR~alty

~

!

___________
_ ..-.I
IL..________..,...1104
North Rolla Street

CIVI L ENGINEERS ...

You're Needed
All Over the
World.

Sign up for an interview and pick up
an application now ,

CAREER DEVELOPMENT CENTER
Thursday, March 24, 1983

Hours: Mon ,-Sat. 10-10; Sunday 2-10
1005 N. Pine, Rolla, MO

r
1

i

C

FLAVOR OF THE WEEK
CHOCOLATEPEANUTBUTTER

\
•
\

-Across from Unive rsity Center East

Peace Corps is the toughest job you'll ever love.

Bond Copies 5
I-One Million

\
i

~

Ask Peace Corps volun t eers with degrees i n Civil
Engineering w h y they trav el half way around the
globe to Africa and Asia . .. why they work with
water, sanitation, road construction, and stru ctu ral
projects overseas. They'll probably say they want
to help people, use their skills, learn a new language,
and gain va lu able career experience . Ask them why

cof

.

Kampy ,
Is the rest of the world always wrong, or are you just always right?

To the Crazy Guy That Drives the Smash-up Green Car,
I just wanted to let you know how special you are to Me.

G,eat' tiiiiCh!

To the fine men of Kappa Alpha Psi. this weekend truly showed how
awesome a Kappa Alpha Psi man could be. Thanks for the beautIful

'The
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Star Stories

By DARREN HAVERSI'ICK

up that GPA. This gift might
turn out to be more than you
bargained
for,
though.
Because you will do well on
all your tests this week with
little or no effort, your
teachers,
parents
and
friends will expect you to do
that well all the time.

says you are going to make
money you had better sell all
of the contents so you will not
upset your astrological
balance as well as your
mental balance.
Sagittarius - Nov. 22-Dec.
22 - I'm sorry to say but
your horoscope was rudely
interrupted by the last
episode of M*A*S*H. Even
the heavens were watching
it. Every time I asked them
about your horoscope I was
bombarded with popcorn
and told to shut up. Fortunately, your horoscope,
like the show, is syndicated.
Look in the old papers for

. ~ Christopher Jewelers
I Diamonds and Watches
L:;,;=~=~~'a, MO 364-2264

reruns .

Capricorn - Dec. 22-Jan.
Aquarius - Jan. :»-Feb. 19
19 - Once again I come to
- Your humanitarian, yet
the
Capricorn.
Your
sometimes radical outlook
horoscope is boring and dull
~'l.-~ /
on life will lead into trouble
~~
like the person it's for. I
O~/
in the next week if you aren't
don't know why there aren't
OFF
"
careful. Curb any desire to
11 signs instead of 12. I guess
PER CANOE
nuke the Physics Building in
somebody has to be at the
5 Canoe Minimum
protest of the proposed
Libra - Sept. 23.{)ct. 23 Offer
nol good on
bottom of the human ladder.
humanities
department
Your sex life will take a turn
Memonal Oay Weekend
Don't
feel
useless,
though,
cutback.
for the worse this week. If
you can always be used as a
Jet. of Hwys. 181 & 14
Pisces - Feb. 19-March ~
you have no sex life to speak
bad example. Getting back
- The heavens are in a
of, you have nothing to worry
TWIN BRIDGES
to- your horoscope. Expect
positive
alignment
about. If your sex life is
CANOE
RENTAL
bills in the mail, dogs to bite
90 miles
. ,'.', promising you a good week normal to abnormal, you are
you and children to throw
ahead. Don't let these good soon going to be lonely. It
S of Rotla
COUPON -----'-'-------J
rocks at you. Better luck
vibes rule your life. You tend seems that Venus, the planet
next week.
to be over emotional. Falling ruling your sign and also the
down a flight of stairs and
goddess of love, has turned
breaking your neck is not a unusually cold. This frigidity
really cool thing to do. So has affected your star chart
what if you aced a diffy Q in the love department.
test. Dancing on a flight of Because you do attend UMR,
stairs is not safe.
you are conditioned for this
Aries - March :»-April ~ part of treatment so the
- This week's star chart will effects will be minimal.
give you the incentive you Luckily, Venus will exneed to break off that perience a warming trend
prolonged romance. Be wary just before St. Pat's so you
of your flaring temper. will be back in the heat of
Killing your lover may seem things when the influx of
comes in
to
like a good idea at the time females
but it will only cause you celebrate The Best Ever.
trouble in the long run.
Scorpio - Oct. 23-Nov. 22
Taurus - April :»-May 21
- I foresee a major obstacle - There is a good chance
r _______ 364 -4282 -------..,
in your life coming in the you will make a tidy sum of
I
Haircut, Shampoo & Blow Dry $5
I
days ahead. I can't pinpoint money in the near future.
the problem but it has The stars say something
Perms
$20
something to do with a big about you finding a pot of
I
Specials for Black Hair
I
calculus test or a failure in gold. No, after reading your
your MTV hookup. Ii the chart again it says you will
TeB Curl $20
Lustrasilk Curl $35
problem is the calculus test find a bag of gold. After
Valid for
I
just take it in strid-On the finding this bag you will
Margaret Butler and Sheila Macormic I
probably be tempted to
Mark
Vollmer
other hand, if the problem is smoke some of it. Don't do Who says there aren't job opportunities?
I
211 East 8th Street Rolla. MO
I
_ _ _ Coupon required. Expires March 3 1. 1983 _ _ _ _
your MTV hookup you it! Since your horoscope
deserve a first class temper
tantrum.
....
'Ii "I
Gemini - May 21-June 21
,may
- This week your natural
communication skills will be
younl
Expert Cleaning Reasonab ly Priced
layers
called upon. Word about the
108 W. ,7th Street Rolla, MO 65401
jIlSitioru
big St. Pat's celebration has
~ bave n
spread to a distant galaxy. : '
~;
bave
Expect an alien visitation
our pitc
sometime in the days ahead.
It will be your job to explain
really a
ted."
to the extraterrestrial about
Alice, men in reeking green
Those
Miners
jackets,
adults beating
Most Va
rubber snakes with small
trees and other common
Thomas
Murphy
American cust.oms.
liiSition
Cancer - June 21-July 23
Merrell
- Due to some unfortunate
designat
circumstances your entire
~lhe
.horoscope has been erased
taxes included
from the heavens for this
week.
Because you
Good on Tues., Mar. 8 & Thurs., Mar. 10 Only
don't have a horoscope of
It starts with a crisp corn tortilla . Then we add specially seasoned ground
your own this week you can
beef. Rich sour cream. Crispy lettuce. R eal cheddar cheese. Rip e tom atoes.
choose one of the others at no
extra charge.
But if yo u 're not in the mood for all that, yo u'll enjoy o ur delicious, original
80 l
Leo - July 23-Aug. 23 T aco.
60 l
For
some
unexplained
reason your horoscope has
.
701
1201 Bishop
gone Mexican this week. I
80 l
have a hypothesiS that your
Sun .-Thurs. 10 a .m .-12 a .m.
astral body went on vacation
lOe
Eri. & Sat. 10 a.m .-2 a.m.
and got stuck in Tijuana.
12
Anyway, don't be surprised
Get Psyched-14 Days till St. Pat's
12
if you suddenly blurt out
Th e Association for Black Students will be holding a
Spanish phrases even though
you don't know how to speak
CAR WASH
Spanish. Your eating habits
this Saturday. March 25 on the K-Mar! parking lot. It will be from 10 a.m.-2
p.m. $2.00 to clean the outside and $3.00 to clean
will include repeated trips to
~
outside / inside.
Naugles and, Taco Bell.
STORE HOURS:
\..
S.U.B. will be presenling the movie
.
Virgo - Aug. 23-Sept. 23 Mon.-Sat. 9:00 a.m.-9:30 p.m.
Your mental ability will be
Sunday 2:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
t'..~IJa.~
"On
Golden
Pond"
at its peak this week. This is
r;
on Sun .. March 6. 4 and 6:30 p.m. in Centennial Hall.
a good opportunity to bring
~
~

/ FLOAT THE
NORTH FORK!

" , o'~

82

~
. \~
.-';. ~ ':J

~~

-

French Room

I
I
I

.

Quality Cleaners

I
I

~iaCDaBEI"~.

Taco
Bell
Grande
with a Medium Pepsi

$1.65

Cones bring out
the "kid" in
everybody!
Try one today!

e

e

~.
_

"

Sports
By SCO'IT WlflTE

The UMR tracksters are
well into their indoor season
with the MlAA conference
meet scheduled for March 5
at Warrensburg, Mo., being
their next and final meet of
the short season.
The Miners opened up the
season back on Jan. 29 as
'they traveled to Central
Sl<ite
for
a
Missouri
quadrangular meet claiming
third place. The Miners
found themselves back in
Warrensburg on Feb. 12 for
the CMSU Invitational _ as
they grabbed 11th place
22
teams
from
the
represented. ' No team scores
were kept at the All-Missouri
meet on Feb. 18 at Columbia,
Mo., or at the Invitational

Baseball

By GIL KAUFFMANN
After an '82 season of 12
wins and 21 losses head

~c

baseball
coach
Chuck
Broyles is cautiously optimistic about this year's
squad, as seven starters and
six pitchers from last year's
group return.
"This will be more of a
veteran-type club than we
have had in some time," he
said. "Last year I felt we
were a year away, with such
a young team and some
players installed at new
positions. This season we
have most positions set,
have seemingly bolstered
our pitching .staff and are
really anxious to get started."

Those returning for the
Miners this season are 1982
Most Valuable Player Craig
Thomas in centerfield, Tom
Murphy
resuming
his
position in left field and Jeff
Merrell in the outfield and at
designated hitter. Returning
to the infield are Kevin

meet on Feb. 26 at Cedar
l"alls, Iowa, but many
outstanding
individual
performances were turned
in throughout the course of
the meet.
Some of the outstanding
performances turned in so
far this season have been:
Tim Schoenecker who ran a
51.3 in the 44O-yard dash,
Carter in the high jump with
a &4 jump, Jim 'Bullard in
the 2-mile run with a time of
9: 39.4 and Galbardt in the
shot put with a throw of 4711. John Bothwick burned
through the 88O-yard run in
1: 57.49 setting a new -school
record, while Rick Welsh
was equal to the task blazing
a 9.39 70-yard high hurdles
mark and setting a new
school record.

Pete Lichtenwalner has
been running exceptionally
well since the start of the
season setting tWo school
records and a personal best
in the 2-mile. Pete turned in
a 4:04.23 clocking in the
1,500-meter run and a 14:47
in the 3-mile run setting
records in both events. A
9:29.8 clocking in the 2-mile
slashed nearly 20 seconds off
his personal best before this
season. Pete attributes his
remarkable improvement to
a quality training schedule

last summer and the ,
realization that this will be
his last year as a Miner with
graduation lOOming in the
near future.
The Miners were also 'able
to set a new record in the
distance medley relay with a
10:46.6 clocking turned in by
team
members
Dan
Lichtenwalner, Rick Welsh,
An~y Knudsen and Pete
Lichtenwalner. The old
record was set in 1970 at
11 :08.3.

Commenting on the team's
performance this season,
Coach
Dewey
Allgood
reflected, "We're getting
better every meet, setting
school records in the 1,500meter, 70 high hurdles, 880yard, 3-mile and distance
medley so far this season.
Our mile, 2-mile, medley and
44O-yard relay teams have
been placing and I'm
pleased with some of the
good
individual
performances turned in so far."
The Miners will be opening

their outdoor season with a
triangular meet with Southwest Mo. State and School of
the Ozarks at Point Lookout,
Mo., on March 14. 'UMR will
also be on the road on March
12 traveling to West Plains,
Mo., to conduct a track clinic
for all ages, first grade
through senior high school.
Each person will conduct a
clinic on his own event from
10 a.m.-2 p.m. at West Plains
High School for the benefit of
all who are interested.

Wrestling
Update
By MARK A. COOK

The wrestling Miners
ended their season last
weekend at the National
Qualifier in Kenosho, Wis.
Three wrestlers placed third
in the two-day tournament.
DeBondt, third baseman;
The bronze medalist 126
D.J. Stegall at first base;
pounds, Greg Schoenberg,
Grant Smith at second, and
who finished 19-9-0, Chris
battling for the catching The Sigma PI tug team pulls to the tug championship. Is this a preview of Greek Colora, at 134, who was 15-11position
are Dan Walters and L.Week?
1, and Jim Siekrnann 142Chris
Nisbet.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Rkk Bennett
pounder finishing at 18-9-1.
Leading the pitching staff The tournament was won by
Southern Illinois University
is Gene Meyer. Meyer led
6;n;~'"
the . team in wins last year
I
.~II
at
Edwardsville.
The
with a 4-6 record. Close
Miners, who finished the
behind is Steve Phegley, who
regular season with a 6-7-1
on the talented CMSU Mules. scorers at the half with 13 record, placed sixth in the
By SCOTT WlflTE
accumulated a record of 3-4
points
each.
game
The
Mules
entered
the
last season. Highlighting the
National Qualifier out of a
In the second half both nine-team field.
The UMR Miners closed sporting a 20-5 record with
Miners' 41-game season will
teams
traded
baskets
until
an
8-3
mark
in
league
play.
be an ll-game stretch March out their MlAA basketball
The Miners should be
11-18 in Panama City, Fla., season on a winning note to In their only other encounter the final two minutes when stronger next year as exthe
action
started
heating
this season, CMSU had taken
and a three-game series boost their final record to 14perience will begin to show,
against NCAA Division I 12 for the season. A 4-8 a 73-60 decision over the up. Rickie Cannon, Curtis however, the team will miss
Gibson,
Kent
Dinsdale
and
Miners on UMR's home
runner-up Wichita State to league mark kept the Miners
tough
seniors
Scott
Stan SchQemaker all figured Chalmers, ' who was team
court on Feb. 2.
end the season. The Miners out . of any post-season
in
the
scoring
as the Miners leader as captain, and
In the first half CMSU
but
their
will travel to Panama City, competition,
quickly jumped out to a 16-6 chopped the lead down to heavyweight Jeff Ziegler.
Fla. , for their first game of . talented sophomore forthe season on March 12 with ward, CurtiS Gibson, gave lead after 4: 10 of the game. within 2 at 72-70 with 1:40 left Team captains elected for
games against Division II the Miners a note of The Miners were able to pull in the contest. A rash of fouls next season are Jim Siekpowerhouse
Marietta respectability by claiming back to within 3 at 24-21 with in the ' last two minutes mann and Chris Colora.
conference
scoring 9: 44 left in the first half. proved to be the Miners'
College and Division I team the
CMSU then pulled away at downfall as CMSU converted
honors with 491 points and a
Valparaiso.
" We were made up mostly
40-21 with 3: 10 left before
20.5 points per ' game
of sophomores, so many of
see Cagers
UMR closed to within seven
The Miners' first home average.
our top people will be back
points at 42-35 for the end of
On Wednesday, Feb. 23,
game will be a doublenext season," said UMR
the first half. Curtis Gibson
header March 25 against the Miners traveled to
Coach Joe Keeton. "I'm very
page11
and Ron Nunnelly led all
Warrensburg, Mo., to take
Southeast Missouri State.
proud of the job they did. "
~;.;;;;;;.;;;.;;.;.;..,j

M';ne'.s
.J •
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G&D STEAK HOUSE

ly

7 Oz. Top Sirloin Special ...... $3.58
8 Oz. Chuck ........ $2.79 Chicken Fried Steak. $2.30
6 Oz. Ribeye ....... , . 3.07 Catfish Squares ...... 3.03
7 Oz. Ham Steak ..... 3.02 Chicken ...... , ...... 3.35
8 Oz. Filet. . . . . . . . . 3.65 Shrimp ............. 3.95
10 Oz. Top Sirloin .... 5.00 ' Spaghetti .... . ...... 2.60
12 Oz. K.C. Strip ...... 5.96 Ravioli .............. 2.60
12 Oz. T-Bone ... '. ' ... 6.92 Hamburger & Fries ... 1.92
Includes Potato or French
Fish & French 'Fries ... 1.92
FriesandTexasToast
. h & F'
192.
FREE ICE CREAM WITH EVERY MEAL.
Ha m Sa nd WIC
nes.

lund
aloes.

iginal

~
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Tracksters ready for outdoors

._-.,

-

MISSOURI MINER

G&D STEAK HOUSE

....
'.,

Open 7 days a week
11 c .m. ·9 p.m.
Forum PlaIa Shopping Center

.· .. ·· 0·.. ··.. ·•·.· , .. ....

-.'

~----~------------~--~--~

AnUUle

904 J;>ine

CLEAR
Running Shoes &
Baseball (Softball) Cleats

BEL

GOODS

341-2666

OUT
Tennis Raquets
Wood & Metal Frames

20-50% OFF
20-50% OF.
~~:~~etenew BASEBALL GLOVES
Mizuno, Rawlings , Wilson. SSK. Macgregor, Reach . louis ville Slugger and More!

.

'.

'--'-----., r--

Women ~
By TRACY BOLAND
The
unusually
mild
weather we've been experiencing this February
might only mean a little
Frisbee on the weekends for
most of us, but to the
women's tennis team it could
mean the difference between
an average season and a
good one.
The start of the season is
stili two weeks off, but the
women have been practicing
since early February. In
past
years,
inclement
weather has made it

=~ss~co~~e ~~~

tenni;'M~eeds· SUPp~;t9~ij

chances for winning con- team that we can build upon
over the lack 'of interested
siderably, " stated McNally.
in the future."
women for ' the' tennis team .
McNally is feeling opAlthough the eight women
" Over the past two years, I'd .
timistic about the upcorping have yet to be chosen for the have to say the team has ,
season . " It's stili basically a team, McNally believes he
suffered from the lack of
young team : This is only the knows who the mainstay of ' interested
players.
By .
third year for women 's the team will be. " Our comparison, the men~s team
varsity tennis at VMR. strongest eligible player at
had about 20 'men come out, '
However, there are a few this time is Lorna Platt, while only eight or nine
good players we hope to have who 's been playingJoF UMR
women have shown· an inon the team. We're unsure of since the beginning of the
terest in playing. If we could
the actual level of com- team. She's definitely an ' induce a greater number of
petition we're going up integral part."
.
women to try out, we coUld
against, but at the very least
Coach McNally did exprobably increase the level
we expect to have a stable . press a little disappointment
of competitiv~ pl~ying. "
__
Ladies
,: : :
;
:: :: :

:~!b~~:~~~~:,e ~~
is the best
available.

.
~

- -.- _.
' ,'

' . ~ ..;

Coach Paul McNally, who

is the coach of both tennis
teams this year, says the
weather is a definite factor
in the success or failure of a
season.
"Due - to
the
unavailability of indoor
facilities here at UMR, "a
mild ' winter can improve

,

,

lu

J.
,

'

~~ ~

preparation

The team will have two
major trips ,this year, both
approximately a week long.
The first will be over spring
' break and will include such
opponents as Northeast and
Southeast Missouri State.
The latter uruversity is the
home of nationally rank,~

Wrap up 10
" n9 season I

~~~

inside, but this year it's been

Candace Heimsoth, and Is
also where Coach McNally 'J'ickets
believes
the
biggest ipbetrOt
challenge Of the season lies. ppearan
D sale
The opening match of tIJe Jarsell S
season is here at UMR 011 ports Sl
Monday, March 14. at 3 p.in. ~d (he
against Southwest Baptist t~
College, and is the first 01 ailabte
only three home matches. ~k,
Students are encouraged 10 lJlie WO
show support for the team by
pla~
attending this important kJl/man
match.
.
lJilding
londay,
_'
re S7 for

Coach McNally also mentioned that ft's not 100 late
for women to try out, since
the actual team bas not been
chosen yet.

Tim FoneII-,

The UMR Sports Car Club wlll hold an lllitocross thls
Saturday In the Comp. Scl. parklng lot. .
'. "

.

sto~

The Lady Millers wrapped'
up their 1983 season this past
week at 7-16 on the season

couldn't
prree Bulldog
players from. teaming up for
62 points, though. 'IlIe final

and 0-12 in ~ MIAA.:

score was ~9 - Bulldogs.

In Wednesday's , gam~
UMR fell to CMS by an $-35
score. , The 'Mules , were
turning up their attack for
certain post-season . play.
They put five plaY4ilrs :in
double figures as ttjey shot
51.4 percent from the field.,

Congratulations , are in
order for UMR freshman
Terry Bond; from Kansas
City; Mo. She wal? glv!!n
honorable mention in the ,
selection of :tbe MIAA 'all-'
conference~.

ference .... lf not we won't
survive. We'll have to work .--"'!
twice as hard. ".
'.
/iIlIIer 0
As this season ends Coach
Schulte turns her attention 10
' next year. Fiilding quality
athletes who are' interested
in the scientific cutricUJum
,at UMR "will be a str:u~e,"
' but she, is 100Jdng at (llayen
from Missouri; Illinois and

psters W1
'the AW~
BeCky

r1ected a

~ Intra

Ie Week

.tramura
lSSOCiatio

IntrarnuraINews'i£iit::}::£ ~~~~-;a ;~~:~~~ Ca
,

'.

,

,."

. .,

Northeast Missouri S<lW
, Gutierrez continue her ' hOt :
MEN'S
pressure:, 'must have been" clear league winnerS ~ere . ". streak with.18 points pumped :
lID (5-() and AWS (.fQ) in "i infromthefieId. 'IlIeMiners .
Tonigl,tt Is the 00$ in , ch.e ckedth)s week.
their , ~ive leames, '
intramural basketball so ' go ,
, WOMEN'S
The first step for the
Stardusters took SeCond'fu
over to the gym and see the
rest of your UFE
A1thoug!l it's been Frisbee' AWS in League I while~i-e'
best UMR has to offer.
_
Why
should you think about lif. '
At 9 p.m. the men's weather .for the last 'two '. was a three-way tie between
insurance now. when you're still
RHA,
'
ABS
,
and
GDI
'
weeks;
It's,
stili'
basketball
In
young?
Because. every yein .
Division I and Division II
that you wait. it costs more to
League li. ABS won the com
champiOnships will take season on the intramural
start
your
financial planning.
place between the winners of front. Faris at the women's' toss and will go on to the , .
playoffs.
.
,:
.
varsity
game
pn
Saturday
'
Tuesday night's contests. In
Don't miss the " cliam,
Division I, PiKA battled saw RHA ,dribble past TJHA
pionship
game , 'tonig!lt
the
' McDonald's
MHA East and SigNu-took for
layup, relay ' (Thursday) at 7:30p.m: The
on KA Pst In Division ' II basketball
,
battle was done between championship.
In intramural play, the
BSU and Phi Kap with GDI
, CaIl364,5268
and CCH ti"yiDg for the other last two , weeks were the
championship slot. Third busiest. At the end of
regular
season"
play
the
"'
games will take place . ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....._ ...._ .....
place
at7
:30p.m.

see 1M
page11

M-Club

next year's Mi.nen; should be
more of a factor to their
opponehts, both in and outo(
tlieMIAAconLerence. ·

Faulkner's Beverage
& Mini Mart

I , lI '.

Rolla's Coldest Be,e r
-Ice -Gas -Snacks
.DOMESTIC &JMPORTED \ylNES

<

364·6762 '
Urnont:ife
1808 N. Bishop (across from Seas~n's)
r-------...;:;~oupO~:.-.::'. . -':.-·-~'~_~·~_~lij

SAN'
D\VICH GALLERY" l18~~:
Bl!Y 1 sandWich or salad, get next one of
:ake

I
I

Tug-of-war ended last
Saturday as Sig Pi downed
Kappa Sig to claim the $75
oZ
McDonald's gift Sig Chi Mu
~
took third.
Handball is ending up as
Kappa Sig beat TKE to take
M-CLUB
SUBMlTI'ED BY
the doubles' crown and
tomorrow afternoon, Rich
The M-CIub is proud to
terence play. As a res~t ot
Henry of PiKA will take on present Curtis Gibson of the
his performance Clptis was
Born Baumgardner of Sig Miner basketball squad as
named the MlAA scoring
Nu , for the singles' crown,
the M-Club athlete of the
leader with a 20.5 ppg
average. He is the first UMR
Wrestling weigh-ins are week. Last week Curtis was
player to claim the title since
this Sunday with some able to pour in 47 points and
matches beginning Sunday grab 24 rebounds as the
Ken Stallings won it in 1974.
night
and week.
then Also
continuing
closed
out_ _
conCongratulations
into next
blood . .Miners
____
___
___
_ _ _ _ _ Curtis!
_ _ _....

Athlete of the Week

"The playerS have to 'be
aware that they need to "do
off-season work if we are to
compete in this tough ,Con-

on U

.

8c lnaiIn thegarmfi

less or equal value at

1/·2 PRICE

8

I
Good thru March 1983
813 Pine Street
, 11 a .m. to 7 p .m. Mon .-Fri.
11 a.m.
to 5_
p .m.
I __________
COUPON
__
_Saturday
_____

Top Dollar
Pawn
Cash to loan
BUY. Sell
TRADE

o n go ld . silver ,d iamonds,
s tereos. TVs . come ro s.
sporting good s. etc .

364-5300
1 19 S. Bishop
Je t. Hwy. 6 3 & 72
Rollo , MO

364-4544

..I

Plzzalnn~
its

__ II•__
'

For pizza out

_.~PO~

~

Pizza Inn:

~:ke~eig

Hwy. ·63
& Pine

.~U~iSIL.

__

~
I
II' $2 or $1 OFF I
Bu y a ny p izza and get the next
II aGet
$2 ,00 off a large o r $1.00 off I
sm a ller sam e style p izza wi th eq ual
mediu m size pizza, a ny style a nd
n umber of top p ings for $.99
II asPrese
many topp ings as yo u want.
I
Prese nt this coupon With guest
nt this co up o n with gu est
I chec k. No t valid With a ny o ther II chec k. Not valid with any o ther I
I
offer
II
offer.
I
Ex p iralion:
. ,
of.
Ma rch 13. 1983
II
Exp lrallo n:
II
March 13. 1983
~--- __ ~~I ______ ----.

I
I
I

c

99 PIZZA

~
,

0 , _

tore

lliUrse of
II (ore thi
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't Trotter tickets
SOURCE: OPI

atch of ~

.t Ul.!!l~

4, at3 p.1Ii.
st BaJltbt
lie first ~

!

1lIatches.

OUfaged ~

lIe~am ~
DnlXlrlait

On

Tickets for the Harlem
Globetrotters'
March 7
appearance at UMR are still
on sale at four locations.
HarBeIl sporting Goods, Key
Sports Shop, J .C. Penney
and the UMR athletic
department will have tickets
available throughout the
week.
'The world-famous team
will play at UMR's Gale
Bullman
Multi-Purpose
Building at 7:30 p.m.
Monday, March 7. Tickets
are $7 for adults and $5 for

children 16 years and under.
Tickets also will be available
at the door the night of the
game.
There are no reserved
seats for this event, with
fans able to select their own
seats on a first-come, firstserve basis.
One of the top attractions
on
the
Globetrotters'
national touring team will be
ball-handling wizard Curly
Neal, a Greensboro, N.C.,
native who has dazzled
crowds around the world for
decades.
Other top team members

t~~,t IM
ve

frompage10

10 WOrt

winner of KD and Stardusters will ace the winner
ndsCoacb of the AW8-ABS game.
iltentioo lo
Becky Linn of AWS was
19 quaIj~ selected as this semester's
in~ first Intramural Athlete of
the Week by the Women's
stroggJ~, Intramural
Managers
at ~aye-s Association. Wesley won
linQls and

utri.
eam~

tftbere~

Cagers

r oo· tbe~
andOOtof

9 of 10 free throws in the last
1:40 making the final score

!pe~
i should be

ICe.:'·'

rge

IES

00 off
lie and

81-76.
CUrtis Gibson led the
Miners with 21 points and 11
rebounds. Rickie Cannon
contributed 14 and Stan
Schuemaker 12 to round out
the Miners in double figures.
UMR shot 49.3 percent from
the field for the game, but
the real story of the game
was at the free-throw line.
The Mules converted 21 of 29
from the line compared to 6
of 9 for the Miners. UMR
committed 24 personal fouls
for the game, their second
highest foul total for the

season.
On Saturday, Feb. 26, the
Northeast
Mo.
State
Bulldogs traveled to Rolla to
take on the Miners in their
final game of the season.
In the first half the Miners
and the Bulldogs traded
baskets all the way tying the
score eight times in the
course of the first 20 minutes
before the 3~39 tie score at

team-of-the-week honors in
its first year as an intramural team.
Softball entries should be
in. Games start after the
75th Best Ever. Bowling
entries are due March 8.
Competition will be held
March 12 and 13.

wi th the team in Rolla will be
"Geese"
Ausbie,
Nate
Branch, Billy Ray Hobley,
Dallas Thornton and explosive guard Larry Rivers,
a St. Joseph native and a

still available
of
Missouri
graduate
Western College. This group
will come to UMR directly
from a game in St. Louis.
The Globetrotters will be
facing
the
Washington

ROLLA CRAFT & HOBBY
1009 Pine Rolla, MO 364-5581

Sooner Or LaterYou'll Get
-Responsibility Like This.
In The Navy It's Sooner.

from page9
halftime.
In the second half the
Bulldogs, pulled away and
opened up a seven point lead
at 58-51 with 12 minutes left
in the game before the
Miners pulled back to tie the
score at 65 with 7: 10 left. In
the course of the next five
minutes the Miners opened
up a 7~67 lead on the
strength of eight points from
Curtis Gibson and four from
Kent Dinsdale. The Bulldogs
put on a drive in the final two
minutes for the lead but fell
short as the Miners took on
83-75 decision.

rl

r----, r-,
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DID YOU 'L 1 l.J
KNOW THAT ... ~
One of our
tostadas is a complete I
meal, your .salad on
I
top and maIn course I
on bottom.
I
..A

rJ

I

I
I
I

L..,

I ~~~~~~~A I
L __ .:::!: ~ ~I~ _ _ .J .

You 're maneuvering
ment experience that
445 feet of guided
could take years in
missile frigate through
pri vate industry. And
the navigational
they earn the decisionhazards and non-stop
m a king authority it
traffic of one of the
takes to make that
world 's busiest ports.
responsibility payoff.
But you 'll dock
As their managesafely. Because you
ment abilities grow,
know your equipment.
Navy officers can take
You know your men. And even when the
advantage of advanced education and
responsibility weighs in at 3,600 tons. . .
training in fields as varied as operations
you're ready.
management, electronics , and systems
After 4 years of college, you're
analysis. In graduate school it would cost
ready for more responsibility than most
you thousands; in the Navy we pay you.
civilian jobs offer. Navy officers get the
And the Navy pays well. The startkind of job and responsibility they want,
ing salary is $17,000 (more than most
and they get it sooner.
companies pay). And that's on top of a
Navy officers are part of the managecomprehensive benefits program that
ment team after 16 weeks. Instead of boot
can include special duty pay . After four
camp, officer candidates
1 years , with regular
receive four months
NA VY OPPORTUNITY
W 201
promotions and pay in·
..
I INFORMATION CENTER
I
hi'
o f Iea d ers h Ip trammg.
P.O. Box 5000. Chfton. NJ 07015
creases, t e sa ary IS up
It's professional school-I
I to as much as $31,000_
o I'd rather h ave responsibility soo ner. Te ll
f
If
ing designed to sharpen I me more about the Navy's officer program. I
I you qua i y to
their technical and
lO G)
be an officer in the
management skills .
Name
Flm
IPI,."Pdn"
L."
I Navy, chances are you
Then, in their first I Address
Apt. # _ - I have what it takes to
assignment, Navy
City
succeed. The Navy just
officers get manageState
Zip
I makes it happen faster.

r- - - - - - - - - -

1

+College/U niversity _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Age _ _ :t: Year in Coltege _ _ t C P A - - .& Major/ Mi no r _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CANOETRIPS
10% Discount
r=-_---=-:-----_iuntil May15
Canoe Trips
On the Upper contact:

One Hour
South of
Rolla
Complete Service

JADWIN
CANOE
RENTAL
Jadwin , MO 65501
314-729-5229

,van!.

lues!"
other .

Building early as the gates
open at 6 p. m.
For
additional
information, contact the UMR
athletic department at 3414175.

SPI, AH Games • D&D Supplies

CURRENT
RIYER

Current River

Generals, an old nemesis
coached by set-shot artist
" Red" Klotz.
Fans wishing to get courtside seats, are invited to get
to
the
Multi-Purpose

Phone Number-:-;,
ACC"CC
. C"'o"'d,C-,- - - ;B"'"CC,T""m:::-.:-:-,o'-;C"'al;;-,

L

T hIS IS for general recruitment Jnform8~ion . You do not halle
to furnish any of the information requested . Of course. the
more we know, the more we can help t o determine the KInds
~a~os=s ':::'h'::O~81~ _ _ _

J

Navy Officers
Get Responsibility Fast.

Ph .

Used canoes for sale-shuttle service
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